
Volatile

 it is a qualifier in c

 The volatile keyword is intended to prevent the compiler from applying any optimizations on objects

that can change in ways that cannot be determined by the compiler.

Objects declared as volatile are omitted from optimization because their values can be changed by

code outside the scope of current code at any time. The system always reads the current value of a

volatile object from the memory location rather than keeping its value in temporary register at the

point it is requested, even if a previous instruction asked for a value from the same object. So the

simple question is, how can value of a variable change in such a way that compiler cannot predict.

Consider the following cases for answer to this question. 

1) Global variables modified by an interrupt service routine outside the scope: For example, a global

variable can represent a data port (usually global pointer referred as memory mapped IO) which will

be updated dynamically. The code reading data port must be declared as volatile in order to fetch

latest data available at the port. Failing to declare variable as volatile, the compiler will optimize the

code in such a way that it will read the port only once and keeps using the same value in a temporary

register to speed up the program (speed optimization). In general, an ISR used to update these data

port when there is an interrupt due to availability of new data

2)  Global  variables  within  a  multi-threaded  application:  There  are  multiple  ways  for  threads

communication, viz, message passing, shared memory, mail boxes, etc. A global variable is weak form

of  shared  memory.  When  two  threads  sharing  information  via  global  variable,  they  need  to  be

qualified with volatile. Since threads run asynchronously, any update of global variable due to one

thread should be fetched freshly by another consumer thread. Compiler can read the global variable

and can place them in temporary variable of current thread context. To nullify the effect of compiler

optimizations, such global variables to be qualified as volatile. If we do not use volatile qualifier, the

following problems may arise

 Code that works fine—until you enable compiler optimizations

 Code that works fine—until interrupts are enabled

 Flaky hardware drivers

 RTOS tasks that work fine in isolation—until some other task is spawned



  A variable should be declared volatile whenever its value could change unexpectedly. Only three

types of variables could change:

 Memory—mapped peripheral registers

 Global variables modified by an interrupt service routine

 Global variables accessed by multiple tasks within a multi-threaded application

Significance of keyword

The significance of volatile keyword in programming language is to inform/tell the compiler not to pre-

predict / assume / believe/presume the value of the particular variable which has been declared as

volatile.

code optimization

Look at the Example 1 and Example 2, below.

Example 1

int x = 0;

void main()

{

if (x == 0) /* This condition is always true */

{

printf(“x = 0 \n”);

}

else /*Else part will be optimized because x will never ever  

other than 0*/

{

printf(“x != 0 \n”);

}

}

Example 2

volatile int x; /* volatile Keyword*/

void main()

{

x = 0;

if (x == 0)



{

printf(“x = 0 \n”);

}

else

/*Else part will never ever be optimized

because the variable is declared as volatile*/

{

printf(“x != 0 \n”);

}

}

In example-1, compiler will optimize the code it will ignore the else part, because the variable “x” will

never ever become other than 0.

In example-2, the compiler will never ever optimized the code (else part) because, by declaring x as

volatile compiler comes to know that this variable can change at any point of time. So compiler does

not ignore the else part.

Notes:

 If we qualify a struct or union with a volatile qualifier, then the entire contents of the struct/union

becomes  volatile.  We  can  also  apply  the  volatile  qualifier  to  the  individual  members  of  the

struct/union. 

 A parameter can be both const and volatile. Example is a read only status register. It is volatile

because it can change unexpectedly. It is const because the program should not attempt to modify.

 Whenever  compiler  encounter  any  reference  of  volatile  variable  is  always  load  the  value  of

variable from memory so that if any external source has modified the value in the memory compiler

will get its updated value. volatile variables take more execution time than non-volatile variables. 
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